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INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a vector space over a field K. If the characteristic of K is zero, 
we can construct he Grassmannian algebra A(V) in two ways. According to 
[l, Chapter 16, §6] the Grassmannian algebra is a factor algebra T(V) / I ,  
where T(V) is the tensor algebra of V and I is the ideal generated by tensors 
of type x ® x. According to [2, Chapter 1, §4] the Grassmannian algebra is 
(hn(A), /x ), where the map A:T(V)  ~ T(V) is the alternation and /~ is 
defined by the formula o) A O = A(o) @ O). We have a commutative dia- 
gram 
T(V) 
r(v)/I ~ Ira(a) 
where p is the canonical homomorphism and pl lm(A) is an isomorphism of 
algebras. 
Let ( , ) be a symmetric bilinear ibrm. According to [3, Chapter 5, p. 
103] the Cliffordean algebra C(V) is a factor algebra T(V)/ J ,  where J is the 
ideal generated by tensors of type x ® x - (x, x). Denote by/3 the canoni- 
cal homomorphism T(V) --* C(V). The purpose of the present paper is to 
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construct a new kind of alternation A :T (V)  ~ T(V)  and an algebra 
(Ira(A), • ) in such a way that the diagram 
T(V)  
C(V) '  Im(A) 
lira(A) 
will be commutative and /3llin(A) will be an isomorphism of algebras. We 
shall do it under the assumption that characteristic of K is zero. 
From now on A(V) = Ira(A) is considered to be linearly imbedded in 
T(V)  according to [2]. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
Let $p :V  ×v -~ T (V)  be a p-linear map (p >~ 2) that is defined recur- 
sively by the formulas 
½(xl 
1 P 
~ltp(X1, Xp) = - -  E ( - -1 )  i+1 . . . .  • . . . .  . . . .  
P i= I  
2 l~,u+v+l/ 
P u<v 
. . . .  xp) .  
Here x i ~ V, and the sign ^  over the vector xi means that there is no vector 
xi among the arguments (x 1 . . . .  xi . . . .  xp). 
Let  T :V  xp --~ TP(V)  be a p-linear map that is defined by the formula 
z (x  1 . . . . .  xp) = x 1 ® "'" ® xp. By virtue of the universality of TP(V)  there 
exists a unique linear map Ap making the diagram 
VX p r , TP (V  ) 
T (V)  
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commutative, that is, qtp(x l . . . .  , Xp)  = Ap(x  I ® "'" ® Xp). Thus the given 
construction leads us to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. A linear map .4 :T(V)  ~ T(V) is called a Cliffordem~ 
alternation if it is defined on homogeneous components of T(V) by the 
formulas 
A( t )  =t  if t~KeV,  (1) 
(~, ® x~) =+(x ,  ® .,.,. - x~_ ® x,) + (x,.  Xo), (2) 
1 P 
-~ (x ,  ® " '  ® ~,,) E (1 )  '+ '  t = - - .~, ®. . . , ,  , , x ,  ® . - . . . .  ® x,  
Pi=I  
2 
+ - E ( - J ) "+ '  + ' (  ~,, , x,~ ) 
P ll~t 
xS , ,  ~(:,-, ® . . . .~,  . . . .~  ... ® x , ) .  ( s )  
I f  ( , ) = 0 then A = A, because in such a ease the fbrmulas (1)-(3) 
become the definition of the alternation A. 
PROPOSITION l. For decomposable t nsors we have 
(x~ ®. . .®xk  ®y®y®x~,3®. . .®x~, )  
= <y, !j)A (x, ® ... 0 ® ,) ' ® ~-,,). (4) 
~(x ,  ®.-.  ® y ® ~ ®.-.  ®~,,) = -a (x ,  ®.. .  ®~ ® y ®.. .  ®x,,) 
+ 2<y, :>~ (~, ® -.. ,) ®~. . .  ® ~-,,). 
(~) 
Thus a pervnutation of the factors under the ,sign of the Cliffordean alterna- 
tion may be done in the same way as a pervnutation of generators of the 
Cliffordean algebra. 
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The following result gives us an expression for the Cliffordean alternation 
in terms of the exterior product. 
PROPOSITION 2. For any decomposable tensor we have 
A (x l  ® "'" ® Xp) = xl A ", A xp 
[ p /q  
+ E E <Xo- , , :%>" '<x, ,~_ , ,  %~>x,,~+, 
k=l  o',~ Sp. k 
A "'" A X%,, 
where the permutations 0- ~ Sp, k are characterized by the properties 
0-1 < 0"3 < "'" < 0-2k-1,  
0-2t-1 < 0-2t, t = 1 , . . . ,  k, 
0-2k+1 < 0-2k+2 < "'" < o-p" 
The following consequences give us the image of the map A. 
CONSEQUENCE 1. 
(1) If  vectors x 1 . . . . .  xp are mutually orthogonal, then 
.A (x  1 ~ ""  ~ Xp)= A(x  1 ~ ""  ~ xp)= x 1 A "'" A Xp. 
(2) For any family of vectors x 1 . . . . .  xp we have 
,~ (~,  A ... A~, , )  =x, A . . . / ,  x,,. 
(6) 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
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CONSEQUENCE '2. 
(1) For any bilinear fiwm ( , ) we have 
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[ p/2] 
A"(V)  cA  (TP(V))  • a"- -°~(v) ,  (8) 
k = 0 
(T (V) )  = A(V).  (9) 
(The identity (9) means an equality of vector spaces, but not an equality of 
algebras.) 
(2) I f  a biliuear fi~rm ( , ) is nondegenerate, then 
[ I'/,2] 
(TP(V) )  = f~ AP-2~(V). (10) 
k = 0 
Note that if ( , )=0 then A =A and A(Te(V) )=A(T ' (V ) )= 
A'(V). 
PROPOSITION 3. The Cliffordean alternation is a projection, that is', 
Let us consider the algebra C = (A(V), ' ) ,  where multiplication • is 
defined by the formula 
,,,. o = d, ( ,,, ® o) .  (11) 
THEOREM. The algebra C is isomorphic to the Cliffordean algebra C(V ). 
This theorem gives us a new construction of the Cliffordean algebra 
which differs from both initial and posterior ones. For example, Clifford [4] 
built his algebra as a finitely generated algebra ("algebra of n units" in his 
terminology) with generators satisfying certain identities. Neither the alge- 
braic nor the geometric onstruction (Lam [3], Rashevski [5] respectively) 
uses a notion of alternation and considers the Cliffordean algebra s a linear 
subspace in T(V) equipped with the nmltiplication (11). 
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2. PROOFS 
Proof of Proposition 1. Equation (5) can be obtained from Equation (4) 
by means of a polarization of the argument y. To prove the (4) let us use 
mathematical induction. I f  p = 2 then (4) is a consequence of (2). Suppose 
that (4) is true if there is a product of p - 1 factors in the argument of A. 
Now let us substitute y = xk+ i = Xk+2 in (3) and write down separately 
several summands of the sums ]~iP= 1and ]~u < ~. These summands correspond 
to the following values of indices: (1) i = k + 1; (2) i = k + 2; (3) u < k + 1, 
v =k  + 1;(4) u <k  + 1, v =k  +2; (5 )  u =k  + 1, v =k  +2; (6 )  u =k  
+ 1, v >k  + 2;(7)  u =k  + 2. 
We obtain that 
(x 1 ®""  ®x k ®y ®y ®Xk+ 3 ®"-  ®x, )  
1 
P 
( -1 ) '+2y  ®, i  (x ,  ® ... ®~,  ®y ®x,+~ ® ... ®x, , )  
+ 
1 
- ( -  1)~+~y ® ,~ (x,  ® .-- ® x, ® y ® x~+~ ® -.- ® ~)  
P 
] P 
+ E ( -1 )  i+' - -  X i 
P i=1 
i#:k+ l,k+2 
®,~(2 ,  ®. . .  ~, ... ®x,  ®y ®y ®~+~®. . .  ®~, )  
+ 
2 k 
- E (-1)"+~+~<x,,, y> 
P T~t=] 
x , i  (~  ® ... ~,, --. ® ~, ® y ® x,+~ ® .-. ® x~) 
+ 
2 k 
l ' , ,u+k+3/  - ~ ( -1 )  ~u,  y) 
P u=l 
+ 
2 
- - ( - -1 )k+l+k+3(y ,  y) 
P 
x ,,i (~, ® ... ® ~, ® x,+~ ® ... ® x,,) 
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2 P 
+-  
P c=k+3 
(-- l)k+l+~+l(y,X~:) 
x ,~ (x ,  ® ... ®x~ ® y ® :,-~+~ ® ... ; ,  ... ® :,-,,) 
2 P 
+-  
P ,:=k+3 
( 1)k+2+'*l( - y ,x , )  
x , i  (:,-, ®- . .  ®x~ ® y ®x~+~ ®- . -L  "'" ®x,,) 
2 
+ - E (D  "+'+'~.  x,,, x ,> 
u,t~e=k+ l ,k+2 
x i (x ,  ® ... ;,, ... ;,: ... ,~ ® y ® y ® x~+~ ® ... ®.,-, ,) .  
It is evident hat the following pairs of' summands cancel out: the 1st and the 
2nd, the 4th and the 5th, the 7th and the 8th. We get 
1 P 
E ( i )  '+'  
} 9 i= l  
i~-k+i ,k+2 
~ (x ,  ® ... ; ,  ... ® ~ ® !t ® y ® xk+~ ® "'" ® ~, )  
2 
+-<y,  y>, i  (x ,  ® ... ® x~ ® xk+:~ ® "'" ® %)  
P 
2 u+v+l  
+-  E (-D <xo,~> 
u,v~k+l .k+2 
xd~ (x ,  ® .-. L, "'" 'L "'" ®x~ ® ~ ® ~ ® :,-~+.~  .-. ®x~,) 
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Applying an inductive hypothesis to the first and the third terms and taking 
out the common tZactor [(p - 2)/p]( y, y), we get 
A(x l ®.. .  ®x k ® y ® y ®xk+ a®. ' -  ®xp)  
2 (Y ,Y )  = --(~¢, ~¢)~ (x~ ® -.. e xk ® xk+3 "'" e x,,) + 19 - 2 
/ 9 19 
X 1 ~ 1)i+ 1 e 2 E ( -  x, 
i=1  
i4:k+l,k+2 
®a(x, ®...~, ...®~ ®x~+,~®...®x,,) 
2 
p - 2 ,,<~ 
u,v~k+l ,k+2 
×~ (xl ® "- < "- < --" ® xk ®,k+3 ® - ®*~)] .  
The expression in brackets is equal to ,g,(x I ® "- ® x k ® xk+ 3 ® "" ® xp), 
and we get 
e~(x 1 ®'"  ®x k ®y ®y ®xk+ 3 ®' - "  ®xp)  
2 
= -<y,  y>a (< ® ... ® ,~ ® x~+3 ® ... ® x,,) 
P 
+ 19-2  
P 
<y,  y>~ (x l  ® ' ® xk ® ~k+3 ® ' ® ~,,) 
= (y ,  y )~ (x~ ~ ... ® xk ® xk+,~ ® ".. ~ xp). 
Let %, :V ×p --+ T(V)  be a 19-linear map defined in the following way: 
q~p(x 1. . . . .  xp) is equal to the right-hand part of (6). To prove Proposition 2 it 
is sufficient to show that q~,, = ~bp. We shall do it by means of some new 
lemmas using orthogonality of some of the arguments. 
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LEMMA 1. I f  the vectors x l , . . . ,  x i 1, Y are mutua l ly  orthogonal ,  then 
%( x~ . . . . .  x~_l, y,  y,  x~+2 . . . . .  xp) 
= (y ,y )<,  e (x l  . . . . .  .x', , , x ,+  2 . . . . .  x , , ) .  (12) 
Proof. Let us substitute y = x i = xi+ I in the,' formula (6) and find the 
vanishing and the nonvanishing summands under  the signs y'[p/2lg" k = I ~"~r ~ St, ~' 
For this purpose let us consider the following cases: 
1. i, i + 1 ~ {00_ok+~, 002k+,, . . . . .  o),); 
2. i , i  + 1 ~ {001 . . . . .  tr2k); 
3. i + 1 ~ {~1 . . . . .  00'~k}, i E {00ek+l . . . . .  o),}; 
4. i ~ {001 . . . . .  002k}, i + 1 ~ {002k+1, %,}" 
In case 1 eve U summand vanishes because an exterior product has two 
equal thctors. 
In case "2 we consider the following subcases: 
(a) i ~ {%, 00~,..., 00_~k}; 
(b) i + l ~ {0-2, o-4 . . . . .  00,,k}, (002, ~, 00,.,) ~ (i, i + 1): 
(c) i = 00~t-1, i + 1 = o'er+l; 
(d) i = o'e,_ t, i + 1 = o'st. 
Equations (7.1)-(7.2) show that it is a full list of  subcases. 
Each summand of type 2(a) has a fiactor (x,,~, ~, x, ) = (x  . . . .  , y ), where 
o-2t__ l < i  according to (7.'2). This factor vanishes because the vectors 
X l . . . . .  x i 1, Y are mutually orthogonal. 
Each summand of type 2(b) has a factor (x~,~,_,, Xi+l )= (Xtr2, I' 1,11 )" 
where 002~- i < i according to (7.2) and (o',~ t_ i, 00~t) 4= (i, i + I). This factor 
vanishes for the same reason. 
A summand of ~pe 2(c) has the form 
~°(O')(X,r L, X~r z ) ' ' "  (X  i, Xr~e ) " "  (X i _ l ,  X~, ) "'" (X~,_~ ~, X,rz~)X I . 
A "'" A x i ] A x~rek~ A "'" x~2, "'" X~,, "'" A X%,, 
where x/ = x~+ 1 = y. All these summands cancel out. To demonstrate this 
statement consider two permutations, cr and 00', where 00' is obtained from 
00 by means of the inversion (002t, 002r). The corresponding summands cancel 
out. 
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In case 2(d) any summand has the form 
. (~)(x.~, x.~)... (x~, ,, x.~) ... (x.~,_~, x~)x .~. ,  A ... A x.,, 
where x~,_, = x~, = y. If  0- ~ Sp, k, let us consider a permutation 
1 2 /~ i+--"~ P )  E 
P = °'1 °'2 "'" °'2t 1 °'2t °2t  .. .  ~ ,  Sp ~,k_ l .  
Here Sp_ 2, k -  ~ is a set of permutations of the numbers standing on the first 
line; every p ~ Sp_ 2, k- 1 satisfies the condition (7.1)-(7.3). It is clear that the 
expression 
%( x~ . . . .  , x,_~, y, g, x~+~ . . . . .  xp) 
has nonvanishing summands 
[ p/2] 
(y,y) E E 
k- I  p~Sp_2 ,  k I 
~( p)(xp,, x.~) ... (x,~,_~, x.~_~)x~ , A ... A x,,,_~ 
= (y, y)~p_,(x, . . . . .  x,-,, ~,+2 .. . . .  ~p). (13) 
Considering cases 3 and 4 together, we show that for every summand of 
type 3 we can find an opposite summand of type 4, and vice versa. So all 
summands corresponding to cases 3 and 4 cancel out. In case 3 every 
summand has the form 
~(0.)(x~,, x~2)'" (~+~, x~ ) . "  (x~k_ ~, x~2k)Xl 
A "'" A xi_  l A x i A "'" ~%, "'" A x%, (14) 
where x i = xi+ 1 = y. This is so because i + 1 ~ {o-1, 0.a . . . . .  0.2k-1} accord- 
ing to the formulas (7). In case 4 every summand has the form 
s (a ) (x<,  x~) ' "  (~ .  xa~ ) "" (x~_ , .  x~)x~ 
A'"  Ax  i 1 Ax i+ 1 A""  xa2r "'" Ax~p,  (15) 
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where x i = xi+ 1 = Y. This is so because i ~ {o'1, 0" 3 . . . . .  Or2k_ ~} according to 
the formulas (7). Let r=t  and ~-~ = o'~ if cr ~si, i + 1. It is clear that 
e(~')  = -e (c r )  and the expressions (14) and (15) cancel out. 
Finally we have that %,(x~ . . . . .  x i 1, Y, Y, xi+l . . . . .  xp) is equal to (13). 
LEMM~, 2. I f  the vectors x l , . . . ,  x i_ 1 are mutually orthogonal and the 
vectors' y and z are orthogonal to x I . . . . .  x~ l, then 
qDI,(X 1 . . . . .  X i _ l ,  y , z ,  Xi+2 . . . . .  Xp) + ql)p(X] . . . . .  X i 1 , z ,  y ,  xi+.2 . . . . .  X,,) 
=2(y ,z )~p_e(x ,  . . . . .  x , _~,x ,+ e. . . . .  xp) .  (16) 
I f  in addition the vectors y and z are mutual ly orthogonal, then 
@p(X 1 . . . . .  X i i , y , z ,  Xi+ 2 . . . . .  Xp) 
= -~, , (x ,  . . . . .  ~ ,_ , ,  ~, y,  x,+2 . . . . .  x~) .  (17)  
Proof. Equation (16) can be proved by means of the polarization of the 
argument y in (12) and using Lemma 1. • 
LEMMA 3. For any arguments" the fol lowing formulas are true: 
%( x~ . . . . .  x,_, ,  y, y, x,+~ . . . . .  xp) 
= <y,  y )~, , _2 (x ]  . . . . .  xi , , , ,+~ . . . . .  x,,), (18) 
@p(X] . . . . .  Xi I, Y,  Z,, Xi+ 2 . . . . .  Xp) or- (~p(X I . . . . .  Xi__l, Z, y ,  Xi+ 2 . . . . .  Xp) 
=2(y ,z )q~p_e(x  , . . . . .  x, , ,x i+ 2 . . . . .  xp) .  (19) 
Proof. Equation (19) can be proved by using the polarization of the 
argument y in (18). To prove (18) it is sufficient to consider two special 
cases: any two of the vectors of the set {x 1 . . . . .  xi_ l ,  y} are either mutually 
orthogonal or linearly dependent (collinear). If p = '2, then (18) is true 
because q~(x ~, x2) = xl A x2 + ( x i, x2 ). Suppose that (18) is true for p - 1 
arguments. 
If the set {x 1 . . . . .  xi_ 1, y} consists of mutually orthogonal vectors, then 
(18) follows from Lemma 1. Assume that there is a pair of collinear vectors in 
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this set. Let us construct the sequence of segments [ cq,/31] D [ a2, /32] ~ "'" 
with natural a~,/3~ in the following way: (1) x~, is the first of the vectors 
x~ . . . . .  x~_ 1, Y which is collinear with one of these vectors; (2) xg~ is the first 
of these vectors which is collinear with x~ ; (3) x, is the first of the vectors 
x,,~ +1 . . . . .  x~, which is collinear with one of these vectors; (4) x& is the first 
of these vectors which is collinear with x,2; etc. It is evident that our 
sequence is finite: [al,/31] D [ce2, /32] D ". D [c~, /3]. According to the 
previous construction the vectors x 1, x 2 . . . .  , x~, . . . ,  x~ are mutually orthog- 
onal. Using Lemma 2 and Equation (17), we obtain 
~p(X l  . . . . .  Xi 1' Y' Y' Xi+2 . . . . .  Xp) 
= ( -1 )~- l - °~( ,q  . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  xe_~, 
x,~, x~ . . . . .  x , _ l ,  y ,  g, x,+2 . . . . .  xp).  (9,0) 
Now we can apply Lemma 1 to the vectors x,, and x/~ = yx~. To do so, let 
us consider two subcases: (a)/3 ~< i - 1; (b)/3 = i, that is, x~ = y, x~ = by. 
If /3 ~< i - 1, we apply Lemma 1, the inductive hypothesis, Lemma 1 
once more, and Equation (17) to (20) and obtain 
%(x l  . . . . .  x , -1 ,  y ,  g, x,+2 . . . . .  xT,) 
= (1)~-~-~r<x~, x~> 
×  p_2(x, . . . . .  . . . . . .  x +l . . . . .  x , _ l ,  y ,  y ,  x,+2 . . . . .  x,,) 
= (-1)~- ' -~<x~, x~><y, y> 
X @p_4(X 1 . . . .  , X . . . . . .  X/j_ 1, XB+ 1 . . . . .  Xi_l,  X,+ 2 . . . . .  X.p) 
= (_ l ) f  , -~ ~<y,y> 
x %_  2( xl . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  , xe_ 1, x,,, x~, x~+ ~ . . . . .  x~_ ~, x,+ ~ . . . . .  %)  
= <V, V)G-2(x l  . . . . .  x~-l ,  x,+2 . . . . .  xp) .  
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I f /3  = i, we apply Lemma 1, multilinearity of q~,, and Equation (17) to (20) 
and obtain 
%( x~ . . . . .  x, l, ~J, ~J, x,+ ,_ . . . . .  x , )  
= ( -  ~)~ ' -~  ~,( . , - ,  . . . . . .  e . . . . . .  x ,  ,. a! j .  y,  ,j, x~+2 . . . . .  , , , )  
= ( -1 )  ~-~ °a( , j ,  'J)~i, ~,(x, . . . . .  ; . . . . . . .  :,, ,, .,t, x,+~, . . . . .  x , )  
= ( _1)~ -~ ° (  . . ,  ^ . . . . . .  
= ( , j ,  ~ J )%_e(x~ . . . . .  x, ,, x,+e . . . . .  x , ) .  
Proof  o f  Proposit ion 2. To prove that G = q~t, we shall use induction on 
p and the {act that gS, and q~, have the same symmetries [Equations 
(4)-(5) and (18)-(19), respectively]. Let us consider vectors x t . . . . .  x, that 
are the vectors of an orthogonal basis of V, i.e., any two of them are either 
mutually orthogonal or collinear. I f  the vectors x I . . . . .  x ,  are mutually 
orthogonal, then O,(x  I . . . . .  x , )  = A(x I ® "" ® x , )  = %,(x .  . . . . .  x , )  = x I 
A "'" A .vp. 
Let x i be the first of the vectors x l . . . . .  x;, which is collinear with one of  
these vectors. Let xj be the first w~ctor which is collinear with x~. By means 
of (5) and (4) we obtain 
4,,,(~, . . . . .  x , )  = X (~,  ® -.. ® ~,,) 
= ( -1 ) '+ . J+~ (~, ®~j ®x, 0 . . -  ; , - . .  ;.j ..- ® ~,-,,) 
= (~, ,  ~ j ) ( -1 ) '+ J~: 'X  (x ,  ® -.. ; ,  ..- ; j  ... ® ~,,) 
= <~,.  ~ j>( -1 ) '+ J+ '~, ,  : (x ,  ® . . - ; ,  . - - ; , - . .  ®~, ) .  
By means of (19) and (18) we obtain 
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Using the inductive hypothesis, we obtain that for any vectors of the basis 
of V 
@p( x 1 . . . . .  xp)  = ( x i, x j ) ( -1 ) i+ J+ l Op_2( x I ® "" :~, "" 5 0 "" ® xp)  
= (X i ,  X j ) ( - -1 ) i+ J+ lcpp_2(X  1 . . . . .  ; ,  "'" ~j "'" Xp) 
= %(x~ . . . . .  %) .  
This means that Op = %. 
Proof  o f  Consequence  1. (1): The required equality follows from Equa- 
tion (6). 
(2): Suppose that the vectors x 1 . . . .  , xp are mutually orthogonal. Using 
the definition of the exterior product, part (1) of the present consequence, 
and the skew symmetry of the exterior product, we obtain 
(' ) a(x,A.--Ax~) ~ ~ E ~(~)x~ ®--'® X o'p 
O'E Sp 
1 
0"~ Sp  
1 
~_ . . . .  ~ ° 
p! 
o 'E  S p 
Here Sp is a set of permutations of order p, and e(o') is the sign of the 
permutation er. If the vectors x 1 . . . . .  xp are not mutually orthogonal, we can 
t construct mutually orthogonal vectors x' 1 . . . . .  xp for which we can write 
x 1 A "" A xp = x' 1 A " .  A x' According to the previous part of our proof 
we obtain ~(x ,  A . .  A x~j  = a(x ' ,  A ...  A x'~) = ~', A ... A x ;  = ~1 A 
• .. Axp .  . • 
P roo f  o f  Consequence  2. (1): The first inclusion in (8) follows from 
Consequence 1, part (2). The second inclusion follows from Equation (6). 
The equality (9) follows immediately from both of the inclusions (8). 
(2): To prove an inclusion t~.kP_/21AP-2k(V) c A(TP(V) )  we may use the 
fact that any element of (t~[kP/21A-P-2k(V) is a sum of elements of the type 
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X 1 A "'" A xp 2/~, where the vectors x 1 . . . . .  x , _2~ are mutually orthogonal. 
According to Consequence 1, part (1), we can write 
Xl A "'" Axp  2k = (~1,  Y> kA (Xl ® "'" ®Xp-2k  ® !] ® "'" ® !]), 
where the vector y is orthogonal to each of the vectors x l . . . . .  x , _zk ,  and y 
is taken 2k times as a factor. The inclusion we have just proved and the 
second inclusion (8) give us (10). • 
Proof of Propos i t ion  3, I f  t e T ' (V )  then A(t) e e~,i/o~A ,' ~k(v) 
because of (8). This means that A(t) is a sum of invariant summands 
[Consequence 1, part (2)]. So A(A(t))  = A(t). • 
Proof~f the  Theorem.  A set V U {l}, i E K, is a generating set of the 
Cliffordean algebra C(V) ,  and the generators atisfy the identities 1 x = x l 
= x and xx = ( x, x ) .  To prove the Theorem it is sufficient o show that the 
algebra C has the same generating set satisfying the same identities. 
The required identities follow from Equations (1), (11), and (2). Ever? 
element of" A(V)  is a linear combination of products of the type x i A "-- A x,, 
where the vectors x l . . . . .  x~, are mutually orthogonal. Let us show that 
x~ A ". A x, = x 1 "(x 2 "( . . . .  xp) ' - - ) .  For p = 2 it follows from (I1) and 
(2). Suppose that this identiD' is tree when the number of factors is equal to 
p - 1. Using the inductive hypothesis, the definitions of the multiplications • 
and A, Consequence 1(2) and the skew symlnet~ of A, we get 
. . . .  
1 
E 
( p -1 ) !  ¢~s,, , 
® .. .  
1 
E s (~r )x  I Ax¢, A " .  A x¢,, 
-----x 1 A " ' "  Axp. 
Here S, 1 is a set of permutations of the numbers 2, 3 . . . .  , p. • 
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